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Tutorial/Office Hours:  
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About Mr. Poe: I love physics, but even more I love teaching. I look forward to seeing my students 
and helping them grow. I go the extra mile when it comes to planning lessons and ensuring fairness. 
I’m your coach, not your boss. If we work together, we can accomplish great things.  
 
Course Description: This course introduces basic physics concepts and problem-solving strategies. 
Students explore motion, electromagnetism, and a variety of other topics through a series of real-
world scenarios. Activities are designed by HMH and supplemented by a team of experts. In the past, 
physics classes tended to be math-heavy, but that’s not as true today. Students rarely complain about 
the math difficulty in this course. 
 

Course Outline:  
 

FALL SEMESTER 
 

Unit 1: Motion and Forces 
 Unit 2: Momentum and Collisions 
 Unit 3: Forces at a Distance 
 Unit 4: Energy Conversion 
 

 SPRING SEMESTER 
 

Unit 5: Electricity and Magnetism 
Unit 6: Nuclear Processes 
Unit 7: Waves 
Unit 8: Stars and the Universe

Communication: The best way to reach me is via email. Parents and students may email me to 
request a date and time to conference. Additionally, I periodically email newsletters to parents.  
 
Tutoring Hours: I’m always available for tutoring on Tuesdays and Thursdays after school from 
2:05pm until 2:30pm. But I’m typically available anytime by appointment if I have prior notice.  
 
Canvas: Students need to bring their charged laptops every day. We’ll use it to access assessments, 
assignments, the textbook, labs, games, etc. All this is on the front page of our Canvas course. 
 
Parents may view our Canvas, but they cannot interact with its assignments. I recommend that 
parents download “Canvas Parent” and students download “Canvas Student” on their phones. More 
information about accessing Canvas can be found here. NOTE: The grades in Canvas are purely for 
feedback. Weighted grades are only recorded in Gradebook. Parents, Canvas will read like a 
checklist for assignments, whereas Gradebook actually records student progress. 
 
Gradebook: Students earn about 12 weighted grades per semester, mostly determined by 
assessments. Parents and students can access grades here. I implement standards-based grading, 
which assigns grades for learning, not for individual assignments. I do not grade labs, worksheets, 
etc., but do provide feedback for them via Canvas. Everything’s a learning opportunity until we get to 
assessments and projects. You’ll see about ¾ of grades in Gradebook are simply for reference and 
do not affect the average. I’ve color coded Gradebook to see what’s weighted and what isn’t. 
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Standards-Based Grading: I implement standards-based grading. This means that students are 
graded for what they know, not for what they do. Compare it to traditional grading: 
 

 
 

 
 
 

Notice, the standards-based gradebook doesn’t contain assignments, just standards. Assignments 
provides evidence which I compile to determine a student's final grade for each standard. But, 
generally, I take the highest grade between the quiz, the test, or the retest grade to determine 
students’ grades. For example, a student with an A on a quiz and an F on a test would receive an A 
for that standard. In reality, the gradebook looks like the graphic below. The grey columns are not 
weighted, meaning that they do not affect students’ averages. 
 

 
Note: Only the Orange columns affect the average. They typically represent the highest gray column. 

 
One misconception is that "only tests matter". This is a half-truth. It’s very rare that a student gets a B 
or A without completing assignments. Every assignment helps prepare students for assessments. 
 
You may be asking, “why don’t you just grade normally?” Traditional gradebooks can create piles of 
anxiety-inducing missing work. A student might have an A-level understanding but fail their class 
because of a missing exam. It doesn’t make sense for student to fail a class when they understand 
the content. Standards-based grading ensures students are graded for knowing rather than doing. 
 
Retesting: Generally, ¾ of each unit is spent completing labs, games, and activities to learn material. 
Then, there’s a quiz, which contains 3 standards. Kids get their grades the next day, study for 1-2 
days, then take the test over the same 3 standards. After that, students can complete retests in 
Canvas. I take the highest grade from these (see the graphic above).  
 
Some students have test anxiety or may feel too emotional to complete a test. Those students can 
request to be assessed via conference instead of with a test. I’ll do anything to make grades fair. 
 
Late Work: Daily activities do not need to be completed if missing, but students may still wish to 
complete them to prepare for the test. Every assignment is an opportunity to prepare for the unit 
project and exam, but students’ grades are not directly penalized from missing assignments. If you’re 
missing several assignments, ask Mr. Poe to help you prioritize the most important ones to complete. 
 



Grading for Mastery: 
To earn an A for a standard, students must demonstrate 
mastery. This means they must apply their learning to 
something new. Merely reciting memorized material 
earns a B. Every assessment will have at least one 
mastery question requiring application – these questions 
are how students earn A’s. The goal is for grades to 
reflect understanding, not busywork. If you’ve mastered 
the material, you’ll be able to answer these questions.  
 
Unit Project: Most units include a unit project. For example, students build a catapult during Unit 2, 
design a football helmet for Unit 2, etc. These typically occur after testing, and give students one final 
opportunity to raise their grades. 
 
Homework: Most students never have homework for this class because there’s adequate class time 
to compete assignments. That said, Mr. Poe typically provides study guides before tests, and you can 
complete labs and assignments at home if you didn’t complete them during class. 
 
To Summarize:  

• Bring your charged device every day. 

• I grade standards instead of assignments.  

• Each standard is evaluated through a quizzes, test, and retest. I take whichever is the highest. 

• To earn an A, students must apply their knowledge. You cannot simply recite a memorized 
concept and earn an A in this class. 

 


